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Abstract. Steganography embeds a secret message in an innocuous
cover-object. This paper identiﬁes three cover-speciﬁc redundancies of
executable programs and presents steganographic techniques to exploit
these redundancies. A general framework to evaluate the stealth of the
proposed techniques is introduced and applied on an implementation
for the IA-32 architecture. This evaluation proves that, whereas existing
tools such as Hydan [1] are insecure, signiﬁcant encoding rates can in
fact be achieved at a high security level.
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1

Introduction

Steganography embeds a secret message in a seemingly innocuous cover-object.
Digital cover-objects most often are media, such as image and music ﬁles, that
involve noise and are perceived by imperfect human senses. As a result, they
contain many redundant bits, which can be modiﬁed to embed secret messages.
This paper explores the largely unexplored ﬁeld of steganography for executable programs. This diﬀers signiﬁcantly from steganography for media because changing as little as a single bit of a program can cause it to fail entirely.
Hence diﬀerent techniques are required for embedding messages in executables.
With the exception of Hydan [1], little information on this subject is publicly available. While the related subjects of software watermarking and ﬁngerprinting, which also involve information hiding, have received considerably more
attention [2, 3], the results of that research are not applicable in the context of
steganography. This follows from the fact that watermarking and ﬁngerprinting
typically deal with very short embedded messages (shorter than 1 Kb), and that
those messages ﬁrst of all need to be irremovable, rather than hidden. Moreover,
some watermarking approaches also require knowledge of the embedded message
in the detection phase, which is obviously not possible in steganography.
Rather than implementing ad-hoc techniques, as in Hydan [1], we present a
thorough study of the available redundancy in compiled programs. Furthermore,
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we present a general framework for evaluating the stealthiness of the diﬀerent
program transformations that exploit the redundancies. Based on this framework, a number of countermeasures to prevent possible attacks are presented.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the used model. The
ﬁtness of executables for steganography is explored in Section 3. A framework
for the evaluation of statistical signatures of code transformations is discussed in
Section 4. The concepts are then evaluated for the IA-32 architecture in Section 5.
Related work is the topic of Section 7 and conclusions are drawn in Section 8.

2

The Prisoners’ Problem

We will follow Simmons’ [4] classic model, a.k.a. the prisoners’ problem for invisible communication. Alice and Bob are two prisoners in diﬀerent cells. Wendy,
the warden, arbitrates all communication between them, and will not let them
communicate through encryption or suspicious communication. Both prisoners
therefore need to communicate invisibly about their escape plan.
Furthermore, we will assume that the mechanism in use is known to the warden (Kerkhoﬀs’ principle [5]). Hence its security must depend solely on a secret
key that Alice and Bob managed to share, possibly before their imprisonment.
The general principle of steganography is as follows. To share a secret message
with Bob, Alice randomly chooses a harmless message, called a cover-object c,
which can be transmitted to Bob without raising suspicion. The secret message
m is then embedded in the cover-object using the secret key k, resulting in a
stego-object s. This is to be done in such a way that Wendy, knowing only the
apparently harmless message s, cannot detect the presence of the secret. Alice
then transmits s to Bob via Wendy. Bob can reconstruct m since he knows the
embedding method and has access to the key k. It should not be necessary for
Bob to know the original cover c. The security of invisible communication lies
mainly in the inability to distinguish cover-objects from stego-objects. The task
of Wendy can be formalized as a statistical hypothesis-testing problem, for which
she deﬁnes a test function on objects (of the set O) f : O → {0, 1} :

1
if o contains a secret message
f (o) =
0
otherwise
This function can make two types of errors: detect a hidden message when
there is none (false positive) and not detect the existence of a hidden message
when there is one (false negative). In this paper we will further assume that the
warden is passive, i.e. she will not modify the object, but only classify it. This
is generally accepted in steganography [6].

3

Fitness of Executables as Cover-Objects

While changing a single bit in a program can cause it to fail, this does not
imply a lack of redundancy for the purpose of steganography. Instead the speciﬁc
characteristics of software indeed result in many forms of redundancy.
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In theory, we can consider two programs extensionally equivalent if they produce identical output, given identical input. In practice, more stringent requirements for time, space and power consumption need to be taken into account.
But even then a large number of equivalent executables exists. This has been
exploited for several purposes including program optimization, program obfuscation, software watermarking and ﬁngerprinting, and software diversity. It is thus
generally accepted that the number of equivalent executables for any real-life
application is large and that there is indeed a lot of redundancy in a program
which, in this context, we would like to exploit to encode a secret message.
Besides being equivalent to the original program, any program with an embedded message also needs to pass the warden’s test function described in the
previous section. Since we believe useless (suboptimal) code added to a program
will be easily detected, we will only allow embedding transformations that do not
deoptimize a program. In other words, the message should be embedded in the
code a (optimizing) compiler back-end has produced from its intermediate code
representation of the program. Typically a compiler’s back-end goes through 4
phases (in varying orders), each of which inserts a number of redundancies.
During instruction selection, the intermediate code operations are translated
into assembly instructions. Often multiple instruction sequences can be chosen
to implement an intermediate code operation. During the register allocation, architectural registers are chosen to store values temporarily. Usually there are
multiple valid allocations. In the instruction scheduling phase, the selected instructions are put in their ﬁnal order. Again, multiple orderings are often valid.
Finally, multiple compiled ﬁles are combined into a program. During this code
layout, multiple orderings can be chosen. These types of choices/redundancies
and their exploitation are the topic of this section. As the target architecture,
we have chosen the IA-32 architecture [7], because it is most commonly used.
3.1

Encoding Bits in a Choice

For each of the choices between equivalents, a number of bits can be encoded in
the program. If there are n equivalent programs because of some type of choice,
the number of bits that can be encoded can be computed as follows.
As n ≥ 2log2 (n) , it is clear that at least log2 (n) bits can be encoded: it
suﬃces to number each equivalent, and to take that equivalent who’s (binary)
number corresponds to the bit-string to be encoded. This simple approach may
/ N
result in a signiﬁcant decrease in encoding capabilities however: if log2 (n) ∈
for large n, many equivalents may not correspond to an encodable bit-string.
/ N, then log2 (n) =
A more eﬃcient scheme is as follows: If log2 (n) ∈
log2 (n) − 1. We can thus always embed log2 (n) − 1 bits. If we associate
each of the remaining n − 2log2 (n)−1 equivalents with one of the 2log2 (n)−1
already used ones, we can embed an additional bit by allowing the embedder to
choose between one of the two associated equivalents, as illustrated for n = 7
in Figure 1. Therefore, we can embed an extra bit in n − 2log2 (n)−1 of the
2log2 (n)−1 possibilities for the next log2 (n) − 1 bits.
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Fig. 1. Encoding bits in the choice of 7 equivalents

If the embedded message is encrypted with the secret key k, all bit-strings to
be embedded have equal probability, and hence the average number of bits that
can be encoded in the choice out of n valid equivalents is given by
b(n) = log2 (n) − 1 +

n − 2log2 (n)−1
.
2log2 (n)−1

(1)

One can easily verify that equation (1) also holds if log2 (n) ∈ N.
3.2

Instruction Selection

To explore the steganographic potential of executables, we have developed a tool
that is capable of exhaustively generating all possible instruction sequences for
the IA-32 architecture. This tool operates in a similar manner as the so-called
superoptimizer [8].
Its input consists of a code sequence, a set of output registers and a set
of (scratch) registers whose value is no longer used after the sequence has been
executed in a program. For all generated sequences, the tool checks whether they
perform the same function as the original code sequence, by testing the output
values for all possible input values. If the test succeeds an equivalent sequence
is found.
Because of the halting problem, it is in general undecidable if a generated sequence will terminate. Hence the equivalence test can run forever. By restricting
the set of instructions to the integer instructions, that do not include any control ﬂow, we can assure that each tested sequence terminates. But even then the
number of potential equivalent sequences is still too large. To make the problem
tractable, and to terminate the exhaustive generations within reasonable time,
we further limit the immediate operands (constants encoded in an instruction)
that can be used to {−1, 0, 1, 31}. Finally, we restrict the length of the generated
sequences.
Even with these restrictions we can still ﬁnd many equivalent sequences that
perform realistic computations. For the operation ECX= max(EAX,EDX), e.g., our
tool was able to ﬁnd 433 diﬀerent encodings of three instructions. Similarly,
for the computation EAX= (EAX/2), 3708 equivalent sequences of 4 instructions
were generated. Note that the tool did not ﬁnd shorter sequences because of the
limited list of immediates that does not contain 2.
It should be noted that these examples are no exception. Moreover, the number of equivalents is exponential in the number of instructions: if we have n
instructions which we can divide in groups of i instructions, of which each group
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n

has at least a equivalents then combined we have at least a i equivalents. Furthermore, many additional equivalents arise when considering the larger piece
as a whole, in which instructions can be moved from one group to another.
While our tool thus shows great potential for encoding bits, it is too slow
for a practical tool. Hence we had the tool generate a database of equivalence
classes for the instructions that occur most often in our suite of training programs. During this process, we imposed the additional restriction that equivalent
instructions can only read/write locations that are read/written in the original
instruction. However, if liveness analysis [9] determines that certain status ﬂags
are dead, we allow them to be overwritten. Finally, the set of immediates is
expanded with the immediates used in the original instruction and the negate
thereof.
3.3

Register Allocation

On the IA-32, the number of registers is very limited, and most registers have
ﬁxed designations. Moreover, the calling conventions specify precisely how registers should be used. Hence the little choice that a compiler in theory has to
choose a register allocation, is in practice unexploitable: any deviation from the
calling conventions would be spotted by the ward. As a result, changing the
allocated registers is not an option to embed secret messages in IA-32 programs.
3.4

Instruction Scheduling

Typically, instruction scheduling is performed per basic block. As two or more
instructions that perform independent operations can be permuted within a basic
block, we can encode bits in the instruction order within basic blocks.
To do so, we ﬁrst determine all valid orderings by constructing a dependency
graph of a block’s instructions, in which dependent instructions are connected by
directed edges. By iteratively removing instructions from this graph that do not
depend on other instructions in it, a valid schedule can be determined. At each
iteration, multiple instructions may be ready to be removed from the graph. They
are, in other words, in the ready-set [9] of instructions. Using a branch and bound
algorithm to select instructions from the ready-set, we can easily generate all the
possible permutations. Supposing there are n possible schedules, the number of
bits that can be encoded on average is given by equation (1).
Since ﬁnding valid instruction orderings using a dependency graph is timeconsuming, and since the marginal gain of additional orderings decreases steadily
when the number of orderings increases, it is useful to put an upper bound on
the number of valid permutations that are considered. In our implementation
this upper bound is 1024 orderings. As basic blocks are usually not longer than
4-5 instructions, this upper limit rarely is reached. Hence it has little inﬂuence
on the amount of bits that can be encoded. For the rare, long basic blocks that
oﬀer billions of valid orders, setting an upper limit is absolutely necessary for
obtaining practical execution times.
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3.5

Code Layout

If there exists no fall-through path between two consecutive basic blocks, these
blocks can be moved apart. Hence the order of the basic blocks in a program, i.e.
the code layout, is to some degree free. More precisely, all basic block chains, i.e.
lists of consecutive basic blocks with fall-through paths between them, can be
positioned in any order. When there are c diﬀerent chains, we have c! possible
orderings to choose from, and hence we can encode b(c!) bits.
While the order of unique elements to encode a bit-string can be exploited
with existing methods [10], all chains in a program are not necessarily unique.
This follows from the fact that most compilers only compile one source code
module at a time, and hence never have an overview over all the code that
constitutes a ﬁnal program. As a result, duplicated code ends up in programs [11].
This problem is aggravated for our purpose, since we need to number and
qualify all chains independently of their position in the program. Hence we cannot base our diﬀerentiation between two chains on any contents of them that depends on their location. In concreto, this means that all relocatable addresses [12]
encoded in the instructions in the chains need to be neglected when comparing
chains. For the programs in our benchmark suite the thus computed number of
sets of identical chains is only between 47 to 59% of the total number of chains.
With m chains divided in n sets of identical chains s1 . . . sn , the theoretical
average number of bits that can be encoded in their ordering is given by
m!
).
i=1 (|si |!)

b( n

(2)

We can approximate this number by iteratively selecting a chain for placement
out of the n remaining sets of chains. The average number of bits that can be
encoded in this selection is once again given by equation (1). Depending on
whether the selected chain was the last of a set of identical chains or not, the
number of sets will be n − 1, respectively n in the next iteration. The process is
repeated until all chains have been placed.
3.6

Interactions Between the Techniques

The discussed techniques are not completely orthogonal. In order to combine
them successfully, a couple of issues need to be addressed.
First, it is worth noting that the number of bits that can be encoded in
instruction selection is dependent on the chosen ordering of instructions in the
basic block, and vice versa. When orders change, liveness ranges change, and
hence the condition ﬂags and scratch registers that may be changed by equivalent
instructions also change.
For the same reason, instruction selection inﬂuences the order in which an
embedder or extractor will generate equivalent orderings, and hence how speciﬁc
bit sequences are encoded in the ordering. Vice versa, if scheduling is applied
ﬁrst, it inﬂuences the order in which equivalent instructions are generated.
Moreover, if the embedder ﬁrst encodes bits in the instruction selection of
the instructions in their original order in the program, and subsequently reorders
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push EBP
89 e5
mov ESP,EBP
83 ec 08 sub 0x8,ESP
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55
push EBP
89 e5
mov ESP,EBP
83 c4 f8 add 0xfffffff8,ESP

Fig. 2. Two equivalent code sequences

the instructions, the extractor does not know the order in which the information
embedded in the instruction selection needs to be extracted. Clearly, the extractor and the embedder need to depart from the same dependency graph in order
for the extractor to obtain the correct embedded information.
Before the embedding and the extraction, all basic blocks in a program should
therefore be transformed into a canonical form, in which both the instruction
selection and their ordering are predetermined.
3.7

Practical Considerations for Extracting an Embedded Message

In order to extract embedded information from a program, an extractor needs
to identify the basic blocks, and he needs to pinpoint relocated operands, since
these should be neglected for the ordering of chains.
The necessary relocation information is available at the embedding phase, as
the embedding is done at link-time, when the whole program is ﬁrst available.
This information is lost in the resulting executable however.
Fortunately most of the necessary information can be derived from a static
analysis of the executable program itself. As a consequence, we only need to
communicate the discrepancy between the derived information and the actual
information to the decoder. To do so, we can store this information in the ﬁrst
instructions of the resulting binary, without taking liveness information into
account. This is the only option since the decoder cannot identify basic blocks
or chains and it cannot compute liveness information at this point.

4

Code Transformation Signatures

While Section 5 shows that the encoding rate achieved by the discussed techniques is fairly high, its security is obviously too low. The reason is that the
techniques introduce very unusual code that will arise suspicion of the warden.
Consider, e.g., the equivalent code sequences in Figure 2. Anyone somewhat familiar with assembly code will agree that the likelihood of a compiler generating
the code on the right is extremely low. But this code is present in executables
that have been put through Hydan or our tool (without countermeasures). In
short, the application of our tool has left an obvious signature.
We deﬁne a code transformation signature (CTS) as a code property that
results from that transformation. The security of the discussed embedding techniques depends by and large on the absence of such signatures. While this is obvious for steganography, it is also of importance for other embedding techniques
such as watermarking and ﬁngerprinting, as the distortion of a watermark or
ﬁngerprint is facilitated if an attacker can accurately locate it.
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Despite the importance of the stealthiness of applied code transformations,
almost all research eﬀorts have targeted the development of new techniques.
Little work has been done on the security evaluation of the techniques. So far,
most claims for security have been ad hoc and often based on author’s belief.
4.1

A Framework for Detecting Code Transformation Signatures

Because quantitative methods have proved so powerful in many other domains,
we will ﬁrst quantify unusual properties using quantitative software metrics.
On these metrics, we build models of the expected behavior, after which we
can compare the observed value of a metric to the expected behavior, and thus
classify software into clean and suspect software.
Software Metric. A software metric summarizes and quantiﬁes properties of
a given piece of software, called a unit, in order to detect signatures. Hence the
property to measure depends on the applied code transformations. Metrics can
in general be classiﬁed along two axes: that of aspects and that of granularities.
The aspect identiﬁes what type of software unit is inspected. This could, e.g.,
be the static code or the dynamically executed code. It could be the heap or the
stack as well, as they result from the executed code. We should note that even
a dynamic data watermark [2] may introduce a signature in the static code.
The granularity of a metric identiﬁes the size of the unit that is the subject
of measurement. Possible granularities are the instruction, the basic block, the
procedure, the memory location, the graph structure, etc. Granularity is important for an attacker, because, the smaller the granularity, the more accurately
the attacker can pinpoint the location of the suspicious software.
Statistical Code Model. In order to evaluate executables for the presence of
suspicious units with respect to some metric, we need a model of what constitutes a “clean” unit. We will do so by means of statistical distributions that are
constructed by evaluating a population of units for some metric. On such a distribution, a statistical test can then be postulated that decides on the behavior
of a unit under investigation.
For each model, the population’s locality identiﬁes how closely related the
units that make up the population are to the unit under investigation. If the
granularity of the metric is, e.g., a basic block, then we could test each block by
comparing it to the blocks in its own procedure or we could compare it to all
the blocks in a training set of programs. In the former case, the locality of the
model would be that of procedures, in the latter that of the software universe.
Based upon the postulated model of the clean behavior of a metric, we can
then compute how unusual it is to observe a particular value for a metric. If we
then deﬁne a threshold to diﬀerentiate suspect units from clean ones, we obtain
a statistical test. In some cases, a single CTS will suﬃce to classify units, but in
other cases several CTSs will need to be combined to increase the reliability.
Stealthy Code Transformations. Knowing that a warden uses such statistical models to detect CTSs of suspicious code, we need to defend against them.
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This can either be done by elevating the false negative rate of a test, i.e. thwarting
the recognition of the CTSs, or by elevating the false positive rate, i.e. transforming original code to contain the same CTSs.
Consider, e.g., a tamper-prooﬁng mechanism that reads a piece of the program code, computes a checksum over it and compares it to some predeﬁned
value. Since programs rarely read their own code, an attacker trying to locate
the detection mechanism may search for the CTS consisting of a (static) instruction that reads the code section. A countermeasure against this attack consists
of hiding the fact that the instruction reads from the code section by obfuscating the involved address computation (increasing the false negative rate) or
by transforming the original code to read constant values from the code section
throughout (increasing the false positive rate).
4.2

Application of the Framework to the Steganographic
Techniques

Presence of Unusual Instructions. When multiple instructions are available to perform a given operation, a compiler will deterministically select the
(assumed) optimal equivalent during the instruction selection phase. A CTS can
therefore be found in an unusual instruction in the static code.
To detect such CTSs, the aspect of the metric is static code, and the granularity is that of instructions. The locality of the model is that of a large, predeﬁned
set of clean programs. The test considers a program suspicious if it contains an
instruction that never occurred in the clean programs.
As a countermeasure against this test, an embedder should only use alternative, possibly suboptimal, instructions when they could be the remnant of
a choice based on information that is no longer available to the warden. This
information could, e.g., be the source code or relocation information.
Unusual Relative Frequencies of Instructions. Replacing instructions by
equivalent ones changes the frequencies with which the equivalents occur in a
program. Therefore a suitable metric is the relative frequency of equivalents in
the static code of the program. When an encrypted secret message is embedded
in an executable using equivalent instructions (and without taking countermeasures), the equivalents for a certain instruction can be expected to have uniform
frequencies. In clean programs, by contrast, they likely have skew distributions.
Suppose that there are n equivalents for some instruction, whose relative
frequencies in a programs x are presented by f (x) = [f1 (x) ... fn (x)]. To measure
how clean a particular program p is, the metric then consists of the euclidean
distance from f (x) to f (P ), in which P is large set of clean programs. The model
of programs can be obtained by postulating that this distance follows a normal
distribution, of which the parameters µ and σ 2 can be estimated by computing
the average and variance of the distance in P .
To classify an executable e we compute the probability that a distance occurs
that is larger than the observed distance between f (e) and f (P ). A low likelihood
indicates a high probability that a secret message is present. The reliability of
this test can be increased by averaging the likelihoods of a number of sets of
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equivalent instructions. The classiﬁcation could then classify programs with a
score below, e.g., 0.5 as suspect.
To avoid the detection of the presence of an embedded message through
the discussed CTS, we need to approximate the relative frequency of equivalents
through a biased embedding. To do so the equivalents for a particular instruction
are partitioned in two groups with relative frequency r1 and r2 = 1 − r1 as close
to 0.5 as possible. Without loss of generality we can assume that r1 ≥ 0.5.
Using a random number generator seeded with a value derived from the secret
key k (to assure that both the embedder and extractor follow the same scheme),
numbers are then generated, on which a test is deﬁned that succeeds with chance
p = (r1 − 0.5) ∗ 2. Whenever the test succeeds for a generated number, we are
forced to take an equivalent from group 1, and no bit is encoded. Otherwise, we
encode a bit by choosing between group 1 and group 2. As a result of Bernoulli’s
theorem, the relative frequencies r1 and r2 will converge to the chance p(g1 ),
that group 1 is chosen, resp. p(g2 ), that group 2 to is chosen, with increasing n.
As it is equally likely that the next bit will be a 0 as a 1, p(g1 ) = (r1 − 0.5) ∗ 2 +
1
1
2 ∗ (1 − (r1 − 0.5) ∗ 2) = r1 and p(g2 ) = 2 × (1 − (r1 − 0.5) ∗ 2) = r2 . Note that if
a group is not a singleton, we iteratively partition it in subgroups on which the
the same process is applied.
Unusual Jump Behavior of Program. Clean programs exhibit spatial locality as the basic block chains of procedures will usually be placed consecutively.
This locality is further increased when cache-optimizing code layout techniques
are applied [13]. When the code in a program is reordered randomly, the spatial
locality of the code is hence likely to decrease. A poor locality may therefore indicate the presence of a secret message, and a suitable metric to test this consists
of the average oﬀset of executed jumps that cross chain boundaries.
In the execution of our population of training programs, the largest average
jump oﬀset during a program’s execution was 3, 725. Respecting a considerable
margin we therefore postulate the model that this average will be no higher than
10, 000 for clean programs. For our evaluation benchmark programs the largest
average observed before embedding was 2, 575, while the smallest average observed after embedding (without countermeasures) was 59, 815. The classiﬁcation
thus has a perfect false positive and false negative rate for our benchmarks.
To avoid the presence of this CTS, we must retain the spatial locality present
in the original code. To achieve this, it suﬃces to not reorder all of the diﬀerent
chains at once, but to take a three step approach. First, chains are reordered
within their procedures. Secondly, all procedures are partitioned into equivalence
classes, where two procedures are considered equivalent if they are (transitively)
connected through inter-procedural jumps (that most often result from tail-call
optimization by compilers), and procedures are reordered within their class.
Finally, all classes are reordered.
Diversity in Scheduling. When instruction schedulers pick instructions from
the ready-set (see Section 3.4), they try to optimize the generated schedules by
taking instruction latencies, available processor resources, and other properties
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into account. As a result, any badly scheduled basic block will raise suspicion.
Moreover, schedulers typically are deterministic, and hence two identical dependency graphs of instructions will most often be scheduled identically within a
program. An important exception is where libraries and the main application
are compiled independently of each other. Furthermore, there may be considerable diﬀerences between schedules in diﬀerent programs. Diﬀerent compilers may
have been used, or diﬀerent optimization levels, or diﬀerent processor targets.
Obviously, the warden does not know which combination has been used.
One attack on this type of CTS consists of comparing the basic blocks in a
program, and to consider identical dependency graphs that are scheduled differently suspicious. For this type of model, the metric’s aspect would be static
code, and the granularity the basic block, while the locality is the equivalence
class of the block’s procedure within the program.
Since the warden does not know which properties the original scheduler has
taken into account, he cannot know which graphs were identical according to
the original scheduler. So while the warden may consider two graphs identical,
the compiler may have seen them as diﬀerent. Hence the warden needs to build
a statistical model of clean code with a large set of programs.
The approach resembles the one to detect suspect instruction frequencies.
Now f (x) indicates how often a compiler has generated i diﬀerent schedules for
(assumingly) identical graphs. Again, we can compute the euclidean distance
and obtain a model by postulating that this distance follows a normal distribution. In practice, we observed that 95% of the graphs occurring more than
once occurred with a single schedule, while approximately 5% occurred with two
diﬀerent schedules. More schedules are rare.
As a countermeasure to these attacks, we suggest the following approach:
instead of choosing any instruction from the ready-set, limit this choice to the
set of, within reasonable boundaries, good instructions to schedule. Furthermore,
identical dependency graphs should result in i schedules with chance fi . To
implement this, it suﬃces to maintain a database of already scheduled blocks
and enforce i diﬀerent schedules with chance fi .
Please note that making compilers non-deterministic, to increase the false
positive rate, is not an option: besides the simple fact that one cannot control all compilers, making them non-deterministic would make debugging the
compilers themselves and the compiled programs even more diﬃcult than it is
today.

5

Experimental Evaluation

To evaluate the presented concepts we have implemented Stilo, our steganographic tool for the IA-32 architecture, using the link-time rewriting framework
Diablo [14], and applied it on 9 SPECint2000 benchmark programs to embed and
extract “King Lear” by W. Shakespeare. The programs were compiled with GCC
3.2.2 and linked to glibc 2.3.2 for Linux. For each benchmark, the embedding
and extraction took less than a minute on a 2.8GHz Pentium IV.
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Fig. 3. Encoding rate before (left) and after (right) countermeasures for steganalysis

Fig. 4. Code transformation signature: unusual relative frequencies of instructions

The obtained encoding rates are presented in Figure 3. The distribution over
the diﬀerent techniques is also indicated. We achieve an encoding rate between
1/29.6 and 1/25.49 and a total encoding rate of 1/26.96 before countermeasures,
four times the encoding rate of the previous prototype tool Hydan (1/110).
Without countermeasures, neither our tool nor Hydan, as noted by its authors, is stealthy. Most importantly, their encoding rate achieved through instruction selection is achieved by and large by choosing very unusual instructions. However, as the clean instruction distribution is uniform across executables [1], little information can be stealthily embedded this way. When we take
countermeasures to address this problem, only 9% of the encoding rate due to
instruction selection remains, as can be seen in Figure 3. This clearly illustrates
the usual trade-oﬀ between data rate and stealth.
The need for countermeasures is acknowledged by the results of our attack
on the unusual instruction frequency CTS as discussed in Section 4.2. These
results are presented in Figure 4, and conﬁrm that unlimited instruction selection
freedom indeed results in big, easily detectable discrepancies from clean code.
Fortunately, there is a much greater variation in schedules across executables
and 47% of the encoding rate due to instruction scheduling can be safely retained.
Furthermore, as code layout is largely determined by the source code, a piece of
information that is no longer available to the warden, 59% of the encoding rate
due to code layout can be safely retained.
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Combined, we thus achieve a stealthy encoding rate ranging from 1/108.59 to
1/80.1 and averaging 1/88.76. This is still higher than the unsafe rate of Hydan.

6

Future Work

The techniques discussed in this paper are portable to other architectures, as
they exploit compiler choices common to all architectures. It would be interesting
to see how the characteristics of an architecture inﬂuence the obtained data
encoding rate. For example, a RISC architecture is unlikely to have the same
redundancy in its instruction set as the IA-32 architecture. Therefore, the data
rate due to instruction selection can be expected to be much lower on a RISC.
On the other hand, RISC architectures typically have a larger set of registers, as
a result of which register allocation might be a safe place to hide information.
While we have taken measures to prevent the detection of the presence of
secret information in an executable in general, all executables generated by a
single programmer are likely to be generated by the same compiler, with the same
compiler ﬂags, libraries, etc. If an embedder wants to use this tool repeatedly to
defeat the same warden, his freedom of choice may need to be further reduced
to assure that the attacker is not alarmed when diﬀerent executables from the
same programmer are unlikely to have been compiled with the same tool chain.
This requires future research.

7

Related Work

Several types of cover-objects have been used to embed a secret message. The
ﬁrst reported occurrence is due to Herodotus. He tells of Histiæus, who shaved
the head of his most trusted slave and tattooed it with a message that disappeared after his hair had regrown. Many other physical objects have since been
used as cover-objects, e.g, earrings, written documents, and music scores.
Digital steganography has mainly been applied to media, such as images,
sound and video. A large number of systems has been proposed [15, 16].
Steganography in the context of executables has, to the best of our knowledge,
only been addressed by Hydan [1], a steganographic tool for IA-32 compatible
executables.
Signiﬁcantly more research has been conducted in the related ﬁeld of software watermarking. The ﬁrst one, proposed by Davidson and Myhrvold [17],
encodes the watermark in the sequence of basic blocks. Pieprzyk [18] suggests
assigning a unique identity to every copy in the choice of equivalent instructions.
Another approach encodes the watermark in the frequency of groups of instructions [3]. All of these approaches change properties of the existing executable.
Other techniques add a piece of data [19] or code [20] to the original program.
Whereas the mentioned work has mainly focused on the development of new
techniques, more attention has recently gone into the evaluation of their security [21, 22, 23]. No general framework has been presented however.
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Conclusion

This paper identiﬁed the redundancy present in executable programs and presented instruction selection, instruction scheduling and code layout as three techniques to exploit this redundancy for steganography. Combined, they resulted in
1
, four times the rate of the previous approach
encoding rates of approximately 27
by Hydan [1].
A framework for the evaluation of code transformation stealth was introduced and applied to the presented techniques, showing that our techniques can
be made secure by the appropriate countermeasures, while still obtaining an
1
.
encoding rate of 89
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